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2) Story Premise – 
 

Zane Daven is just a regular boy who’d love to live out his childhood unnoticed. When 

his father dies in a work accident, Zane and his mother move to Arizona where Zane is cast the 

responsibility of saving the world. The gates of Tartarus have opened, and with each undead 

passing through, a new curse is cast. Zane must find ancient relics, solve mysteries, and use his 

love of history to build a Mass Relic required to close the newly opened gates of Tartarus before 

the group of undead escape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3) Historical Background Information or Timeline – 
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Thousands of years ago, ancient man called the merciless desert home managing the turmoil 

of the sun and the lack of water while appeasing the gods and accepting small gifts of rain. These 

ancient people built their homes from the mud of the desert floor and into the cliff walls of huge 

canyons. Though anthropologists of today don’t know everything about their lives and survival 

over centuries, these people did leave behind ruins and artifacts leading a journey from their 

disappearance to a future within modern times.  

In present day, socially awkward Zane Daven, a nine-year-old boy from Minnesota, has 

been chosen by the gods of the past to connect modern man to this ancient history in order to 

save the future of the world. When Zane’s father dies in a construction accident, Zane and his 

mother move to the same deserts of Arizona opening the gates of the past and linking Zane to 

ancient cultures from around the world.  

Gods from eons ago have opened the gates of Tartarus connecting cultures, time, demons, 

and mankind. Once evil starts its escape from underground, the world will never be the same. It’s 

up to Zane to solve the mysteries of the ancient desert’s past and connect lost relics of past 

cultures to other relics from around the world. Zane will need to overcome his lack of social 

skills and make new friends in order to stop the gates of Tartarus from fully opening.  

In this, the first book of the Chronicles of History series, Zane will discover long lost secrets 

of the south western United Stated deserts, canyons, and sands. He and his new friends of the 

past and present will connect tribes and cultures to modern day as they begin to build the 

ultimate relic, the only weapon to fight the demons of Tartarus, by collecting relics lost in time 
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and solving mysteries of the past. If they can survive this task, Zane will be quested with 

connecting the mythological worlds from the centuries across the globe to one another. To 

accomplish this, Zane must conquer the first challenge of the unforgivable desert and the second 

challenge at his feet, reprehensible kids who he’ll need on his team of salvation.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4) Main Character(s) 
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Zane Daven is a typical nine-year-old boy who loves ice hockey and history. He has too 

many freckles, or so he says, and strawberry blonde hair. His green eyes pop against his pale 

skin. Born and raised in frosty Minnesota until his recent move to hot Arizona, Zane is a normal 

but awkward kid. Zane isn’t into sports like most of his peers. He’d rather be lost in a book about 

WWII or giants living in America or lost in mythology while sitting on the soccer fields than 

playing the game. His teachers have always supported his almost nerdy tenancies and let him sit 

out of sports as long as he read and was able to share what he learned at the end of the PE class 

or game. His father, however, wanted to see Zane doing more social activities and try seasonal 

sports, so while living in Minnesota, Zane’s father coached ice hockey getting Zane involved in 

the sport and used it to for Zane to make new friends. Zane connected with one other boy while 

playing ice hockey, but this boy, Jon, is much like Zane. They have similar interests and are both 

equally shy and socially inept. When he loses his father in an accident and moves to Arizona 

with his mother, Zane’s whole life changes. While practicing skateboarding because ice hockey 

isn’t popular in the desert, Zane discovers a magic portal to an ancient world where he is 

challenged to search for relics which will help change the course of evil coming up for Tartarus. 

He is forced to make new friends, which has never been easy with his shy demeanor, to assist on 

his quests. Zane uses his love of history to cope as well and again when he heads into the ancient 

world to solve mysteries and collect relics which will save the future of his world.  

Though Zane is shy and quirky, he is close to his mother and hiding secrets from her is 

difficult. She calls him Zaney and would like to protect him from the sorrows of the world. His 

private demeanor means he spends a lot of time alone and likes to know what he’s talking about 
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before he speaks. He also likes to practice new skills alone since he’s lost his father with the help 

of internet videos. Once in Arizona, Zane decides to learn to skateboard. With the heat, it’s a 

quick way of getting around without walking or needing to touch hot handle bars on a bike or 

scooter.  Instead of trying to meet new friends who ride, kids he sees around the neighborhood, 

Zane teaches himself by watching videos. This is how he meets Jace who is trying to get away 

from Cale and Cole, twins who tease and bully the neighborhood kids.  

 

 

Though shy, Zane is in his element checking out the ancient petroglyphs 

Photo Credit – Stephanie Plummer 

 

 

5) Supporting Characters 
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Jon – Jon Raker lives in Minnesota. Jon and Zane Daven meet in second grade when Zane’s 

father signs Zane up to play ice hockey as most kids do in this part of the country. Jon’s father 

did the same for Jon expecting him to grow up with a love of the sport as he did when he was 

younger. Much like Zane, Jon doesn’t care for the sport or any other and would rather have his 

nose in a book than be in skates with sharp blades on ice where he is likely to fall often. Jon and 

Zane connect together over ice hockey practice. They spend much of their game time benched 

talking about history and myths and legends of the world. Jon will play an important role in 

Zane’s adventures but not in the first installment. His skills and knowledge of mythology will 

keep him alive in Zane’s new Arizona home, but it won’t be until Zane needs Jon to solve a 

mystery from another part of the world, one steeped in religion and religious relics that will bring 

Jon into Zane’s adventures. Jon looks similar to Zane, small, short, skinny, glasses but nothing 

too discerning about him except he and Zane both stand out among the hockey players who are 

all thicker and taller. 

 

Jace – Jace Laughlin is a boy who lives in one of the subdivisions in the neighborhood where 

Zane and his mother move to in Arizona. As Jace is running or skating away from two twin boys 

who make it their job to tease anyone around, he runs straight into Zane on his skateboard. As 

they collide, Zane’s cell phone which was playing a video showing Zane how to skate, flies into 

the air and lands on Jace’s chest saving the screen and phone from damage. Jace is a year older 

than Zane and going into fifth grade. He’s a good head taller with longer hair. Jace will be drawn 
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into Zane’s adventures by way of the henna-like tattoo the shows up on the palm of his hand to 

match the other half of Zane’s which he acquires after his first adventure and search for relics.  

 

Leah – Leah Mason is the token girl in the group. She’s outgoing and smart. She’s teased for 

being smaller than most of the girls in her class but respected because she’s a ball of fire. She’ll 

stand up for anyone including herself and outwit anyone who challenges her, even teachers. 

However, she knows the social lines not to cross and is never disrespectful. Leah has a maturity 

beyond her years. At ten years old, Leah has known Jace since they were little. They live across 

the street from one another, and Jace brings Leah into Zane’s world one day when they are trying 

to solve a mystery from the past. Leah will have something to offer the boys they do not have 

access to such as a computer, a library card of her own, snacks and cold water when necessary.  

 

Cole and Cale – Cole and Cale are twin boys. When they are spoken about, it’s usually Cole and 

Cale not just Cole or just Cale. They do everything together. Both are in the same class with the 

same teacher and wear the same outfits by choice. They have grown up side by side and are 

bonded as twin brothers, but what has made them stand out is how they treat others. Their 

parents work long hours, are on the verge of losing their house, and are too exhausted to parent. 

Since Cole and Cale are often left alone together, they tend to exert their energy causing 

problems like drawing graffiti images on sidewalks and play equipment. Though many of the 

children in their neighborhood tend to stay in their own subdivision or at the one large public 
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park for the whole neighborhood, Cole and Cale often leave their subdivision to create problems 

elsewhere.    

 

Dee (Denise) – Dee Daven is Zane’s mother. She spent years as a stay at home mom supporting 

her husband’s failing construction business from home when she could. When her husband 

passes away in a work-related accident, she is left alone with little insurance money after paying 

the business and personal debts from the poorly run company. She and Zane move to Arizona 

after she gets a job offer in the tech industry with good benefits and full training. She is able to 

buy a home in a nice, safe neighborhood so she is assured of Zane’s safety and security, but she 

must work full time and train for her new role any time she isn’t working. She doesn’t have 

much free time for Zane which is a complete turnaround for Zane and his mother after being 

home with him his whole life.  

 

Mr. Potts – When school starts, Mr. Potts is a resource teacher for Zane. He’s pulled out of his 

fourth-grade class for testing because he missed about a third of his last year of school in 

Minnesota after his father’s death. Though Minnesota allowed him to move up to fourth grade, 

his Arizona school wanted him to have a resource teacher to ensure he has not behind. Zane and 

Mr. Potts connect over their love of history. As Zane begins to solve mysteries of lost relics, he’ll 

depend on Mr. Potts and form a new almost fatherly friendship with Zane. Mr. Potts won’t play a 

huge role in the adventures into the past, but he will be around to help Zane research and be a 

resource for Zane, Jace, and Leah to lean on when they need to understand something out of the 
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realm. Mr. Potts will help guide them without knowing until near the end of the series exactly 

what the kids are up to and just how important his information for them is to the rest of the 

world.  

 

Jadet – Jadet is a kid about Zane’s age, only he lives on the land in Arizona thousands of years 

before present day. In this first adventure, Zane finds a portal back to the time in which Jadet 

lives. This portal wipes away the land of today and takes Zane back to Jadet’s tribe lands where 

Zane’s neighborhood sits today. Jadet, with the help of the portal – a relic the kids share – can 

speak the same language as Zane. He helps Zane find the relics needed to begin his construction 

of the Mass Relic which is required to close the gates of Tartarus. When Zane is done with this 

adventure, Jadet gives Zane a relic to take with him and draws a tattoo on his hand. He instructs 

Zane to find the other half of the drawing on someone else’s hand for this person will be key in 

the next mystery.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
6) Locations – 
 
Present Day East Valley, Arizona (East of Phoenix near the Superstition Mountains) – 

Legend Hills 
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This area is vast, sprawling urban and suburban. Phoenix and the surrounding areas still 

use waterways built by ancient natives who developed and created a water system to get water to 

fields of crops all year based on only the rains the gods sent down from the mountains. Zane 

Daven’s neighborhood is situated close to the Superstition mountains. His neighborhood, Legend 

Hills, is steeped in myths of legends of the past. Each subdivision is named after a myth or local 

legend and has a corresponding playground and park located in its center with a theme based on 

the name of legend.  

 

Superstition Mountains – 

Zane will venture into the desert mountains in various times throughout the story. He will 

hike with his friends searching for lost relics hidden from time. A school field trip will take him 

and his friends to a ghost town known for secrets and lost treasures. Zane will camp under the 

stars much like ancient man did depending on the skies to guide him and the stars to keep him 

safe. The arid terrain leaves only knowledge for survival. By way of his teacher, Zane will learn 

which plants he could survive on if left alone in the desert and will depend on this knowledge 

when he is sent back in time without the survival tools of today.  

 

Ancient Lands – 

 The ancient Arizona desert isn’t much different than today. However, the sprawling 

cityscape does not exist in the ancient times. This is the time and the land on which Jadet will 

live. The land is dry and dusty peppered with cactus across the horizon and along the ground. 
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Some cacti are edible while others are silent killers. Thunder rolls over the mountain bell as the 

Thunder gods send rain a few times a year by way of monsoon flooding and rolls of mud filled 

dust storms. Man lives on the land and guides the water along a path he can use all year for crops 

and for drinking. This land is not easy to manage, and it takes a lot to not only tackle but also to 

survive.  
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Photo Credits – Stephanie Plummer 

 
7) Additional World Information: 
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Though Zane lives in present day Arizona, his adventures will take him to ancient lands 

across the desert, across the state, and eventually around the world challenging stories of the past 

to protect the future of the world. The only thing to help Zane cross over from today to ancient 

times is ancient magic. He will speak to the old gods in person as he crosses into the past. Each 

god will give him a goal by way of mystery to solve or a relic to find in order to earn a piece of a 

large puzzle he will need to build the relic to save the world. Ancient gods will use relics to send 

Zane to and from their past using relics and portals they spread across the land during their time 

on Earth. Zane will need friends to help him throughout present time as well and during his time 

in the past. To connect these people together in their time of need, Jadet, a young boy from the 

past will draw a tattoo on Zane’s hand. This tattoo will be only half of a complete drawing and 

can only be seen by Zane. He will be able to see the other half of the tattoo on the person from 

his present day who will be able to help him solve the next mystery or find the next relic. 

Sometimes these people will be friends, and sometimes they will be enemies. Because only Zane 

can see the tattoos until his is connected with the other half, he must convince the holder of the 

other tattoo to connect their hand with his. This causes some challenges, especially when he 

needs to convince the twins who are not kind to him to connect their hands to his. This magic 

along with owl from the desert’s past will be the only magic outside of what the gods use in their 

time on Earth. 

8) Story Synopsis – 
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While playing at a local playground one day in his new Arizona neighborhood, Legend 

Hills, Zane Daven finds a portal, an Ica Stone from 400,0000 years ago. At first, Zane is sure this 

stone is a toy relic, but knowing history as he does, he holds on to it then places it into a portal he 

finds built into the natural stone. Once these two things connect, Zane is sent back in time. He 

meets a god who tells him the gates to Tartarus have been opened and the event is connected to 

the death of this father. This god would like Zane to lead a quest of building a Mass Relic 

containing energy from past cultures to close the gates forever before the undead escape and 

come up into the world sending out evil. Zane will need to find friends he can trust and who also 

know as much about history as he does to solve mysteries of the past go back into time to track 

lost relics and bring them back to the present for this new combined relic the gods of the world 

can use to fight the demon opening the gates to hell. Zane earns the trust of two local friends and 

befriends a boy from the land’s past to complete his goals. Over the course of the series, Zane 

visits various ancient lands researching gods and stories from mythology from around the world 

to fight evil.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
9) Story Excerpt – 
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Zane’s seventh day alone at the Thunder Mountain neighborhood park, something 

occurred he could never explain. He was alone in the park after leaving a bunch of laughing kids 

on a trail nearby. The small rock in his hand with the carving of a Stegosaurus and a T-Rex 

together warmed his palm. Upset and worried the kids were laughing at him and his lack of 

skateboard skills, he ran off with his skateboard in hand. When he got to the rock formations in 

the vast neighborhood playground, Zane hid inside one of the caves. He was safe. The sun, high 

and bright outside the cave, left a sliver of light shining on one spot on the wall. As he 

approached, the beam lighting the earth under his feet also lit up a red hand on the wall. Zane 

watched as the sun’s light moved all too quickly before settling on the red hand. When he placed 

his hand on the wall, a small red hand appeared over the dinosaur carving on the rock in his other 

hand. Wind whirled inside the cave. Goosebumps rose on is arms. Zane watched as the beam of 

light brightened, and the breeze stopped.  

“Whoa!” Zane exclaimed.  

His hand, still warm from the petroglyph hand on the wall shook. He spun in place, 

looked around, then removed his hand. The hand on the rock disappeared leaving the dinosaurs 

left alone. Walking out of the small cave, a dry heat hit his face forcing his eyes closed. There 

were hills and red rock in every direction. The five thousand houses peppered across Legend 

Hills had disappeared.  

He stepped out of the cave to look around but was startled by a small boy looking down 

from the hill above. The boy, obviously frightened, stared at Zane and began shouting noises at 

him. Through the noise, Zane saw the boy pointing to the cave and then outside the cave. Zane 
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looked back and forth not understanding the young boy. It was clear Zane’s sudden appearance 

had startled him, so Zane tried to soothe his discomfort.  

He took the young boy’s hand and asked, “Do you live around here?” 

As soon as their hands touched, the noises the boy had been making became clear to 

Zane’s ears. Zane quickly realized they had been speaking different languages but with a simple 

touch, Zane could understand the boy. 

“Do you come from the water?” the boy was asking. 

“The water?” Zane asked. 

“Do you come from the water?” 

“I’m not sure where I come from,” Zane said looking around. He was hoping he’d find 

some familiar sites. He couldn’t find his house or any other home across the vast landscape. The 

Superstition Mountains to the east were still there. Turning, he found San Tan Mountain looming 

behind him. He was in between the two mountains not too far from his home, yet nowhere near 

his home. He knew exactly where he was. He just wasn’t sure why he was there. And he didn’t 

know where everything else was. Spinning slowly in place, Camelback Mountain sat in the 

distance. 

“I come from here,” Zane said pointing north toward Camelback and then east toward the 

Superstition Mountains. He lived in Legend Hills right where he stood. There were no 

neighborhoods near him. No stores. No power lines. He was high up, off the valley floor, but not 

anywhere near the top of the mountain. As he pointed toward where he thought his house should 
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be, only fields of crops and water spread through the land like a grid. There were no rooftops. 

There were no buildings at all. 

The boy nodded his head toward the top of the mountain. “Water. That’s where the 

waters started. Did you come with the water?” 

“I don’t know what you mean. I know what you’re saying. Your words are clear. But I 

don’t know what you mean. I didn’t come with any water.” Zane took a few steps and noticed 

not only were there no houses anywhere to be found, but nothing except the distant landscape 

looked familiar. Only the mountains in the distance offered Zane something to place himself. “If 

I am still here. But no one else is here,” Zane looked at the dry dirt beneath his feet as he spoke, 

“then maybe I’m still here. But it’s not a ‘where am I’ question. It’s a ‘when am I’ question. I am 

here. Before my neighborhood existed. I have to be. The view is the same. The mountains are the 

same. Mom made sure I knew which direction the mountains were, so I would know which 

direction I needed to go to get home. I know those mountains.” Zane spoke to himself as he 

turned looking in all directions. “Who are you?” He looked to the boy for answers. 

“My family. I lost them. The Thunder god. He is here. He’ll want to see you.” 

“Do you have a name? How can I talk to you? Are you a Native?” 

“I do not know what that is. Name? Native?” The boy shook with fright as he pointed 

toward the San Tan mountains in the south. “We must go. Into the cave. Go!” 

He pulled Zane’s arm leading him into the same cave Zane had come out of. The sky 

darkened. Zane trembled as thunder rolled through the valley. Light disappeared, and water 

pounded the dry sand in front of the cave opening. 
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“Monsoon,” Zane whispered. 

“Water. It will rush from the top of the mountain soon after the sky closes. My family. 

They are up there. They should be safe now. But the water washed me away. I must find them” 

“I lost my family too,” Zane said. “I don’t know how to get back to them.” 

“My family,” the boy said, “they will help you. When the water stops and the river dries, 

we will go together to find them. And Thunder. He will want to see you.” 

Thunder roared through the valley and up the cave walls. The boys jumped and grabbed 

one another for comfort. 

“I’m scared,” Zane said. 

“It is better to have hope than to hold onto fear.”  

“What do I call you?” Zane asked. “My name is Zane.” 

“I do not know ‘name,’” the boy said again. “Call me Jadet My father. He is called Wolf. 

I have not had a calling yet, so it is Jadet for now. One day animal will call on me.” 

Zane didn’t know what the young boy meant, but he’d call the boy Jadet or Wolf if that’s 

what he wanted. Zane put his arm around young Jadet as they settled in a corner of the cave. 

“Jadet, my friend, I know you are scared. I’m sorry you’ve lost your family. I will help 

you find them.” 

“And Thunder will give you quest to go home.” 

Home. Zane looked out the cave opening watching the sheets of water pour over the cliff 

above. He wasn’t sur where home was, but he needed to get there soon. His mom would worry if 

he was gone too long. 
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